SUMMARY
In recent years computer simulations, experimental observations and analyses of the collected sputtered products from the interaction of ion beams on solid materials have demonstrated the sensitivity of the sputtering process to the surface characteristics of the material being investigated or modified. The usual characterization of the target material has been a post bombardment analysis of the surface for the relative concentration of the implanted atoms compared with the initial target components coupled with an examination of the profile of the implanted atoms in the surface region. Recent experiments have collected sputtered products during ion implantation and have compared the distribution of sputtered particles with theory. Tech- niques have been developed to measure the partial and net sputtering yields from the amount of material collected on the foils in these experiments. Typically the evaluation of the target material and the collected sputtered products has been reported for the steady state conditions during ion implantation. Our experimental group has chosen to evaluate the sputtering process from the onset of ion bombardment through the steady state condition. From these experiments models have been proposed for the behavior of the surface composition and the sputtering yields. Techniques developed for monitoring of the surface have provided data supporting the concept that the average surface binding energy of the bombarded target material is sensitive to the sputtering process. Calculating the manner in which the surface binding energy will change with the developing atomic surface fraction can qualitatively lead to more precise prediction of implantation requirements.
INTRODUCTION
When a target material is bombarded with an ion beam produced in an accelerator, 1) most of the beam particles are implanted into the target material; 2) a small percentage of the beam particles are scattered from the target material; and 3) particles are sputtered from the near surface layers of the target material.
Computer simulations of the sputtering process clearly demonstrates that the sputtered particles orginate primarily from the first few atomic layers of the target material (1, 2) . This concept has been confirmed through the optical monitoring of the excited neutral sputtered fractions of the components in the surface of the ion implanted target using more conventional surface analysis techniques (3, 4) . The identification of factors which affect the sputtering process during ion implantation and an understanding how the sputtering process is influenced is most important for modifiers of materials by ion bombardment.
The sputtering phenomena limits the maximum attainable atomic surface fraction of the directly implanted species when the target is implanted to steady state configuration (5, 6) . In a surface alloy prepared by ion beam mixing, the thickness of the outermost layer of an interdigitally layered target must be thicker that similar layers away from the surface to compensate for the amount of material eroded from the surface by the sputtering process. During the production of thin surface alloy structures by direct implantation both net and partial sputtering yields vary during ion implantation changing the erosion rate and altering the total dose required for the implantation. When implanting alloy structures the surface composition varies until the steady state for the implanted species is reached and the ratio of the sputtered particle components is the same as the ratio of the components in the original bulk material assuming that the implanted species is different than the bulk components (5 
Reynolds has calculated the average surface binding energy per atom for F.C.C. copper-nickel alloys as a function of the atomic surface fraction in the regions attainable by direct ion bombardment for copper beams incident to nickel targets and the reciprocal case (7). These calculations have been used to calculate net and partial sputtering yields expected during implantations producing these surface alloys. These predicted values have been compared with experiment (8) .
The surface binding energy appears an important factor in the sputtering theory as presented by Sigmund for the determination of the elemental sputtering yields (9, 10) . From where S is the sputtering yield, x is the depth of the sputtering surface, E is the projectile energy, and 0 is the angle of incidence to the target surface. F(x,E,0) is the deposited-energy depth distribution, U is the surface binding energy, and N is the atomic density of the target. For backward sputtering at normal U. S. Government work not protected by U. S. copyright. incidence this equation reduces to: 0.042ca(m2 /m1)Sn(E,Z, ' Z2) 5~~~~0 2
where Sn is the nuclear stopping power and a is an energy independent function of the mass ratio between the target (ml) and the projectile (m2) atoms. It is from this latter expression that one calculates the elemental sputtering yields applicable to ion implantation. s = ni (S(net)) (5) where s is the partial sputtering yield for the ith component. The sum of the individual atomic surface fractions for the target must necessarily be one. The steady state condition is defined as that condition where the partial sputtering yeild for the beam atom species is equal to one. When one expands equation (5) in terms of equation (4) Increasing X- Fig. 1 
Experimental results presented here have been gathered from several experiments performed at Naval Research Laboratory ( ) and illustrate that the measurements of the net and partial sputtering yields coupled with corresponding measurement of the atomic surface fractions may be used to evaluate the average surface binding energy at that point in the implantation cycle. Figures 2b and 2c displays the results of the optical monitoring of the implantation and the measurements of the atomic surface fractions as determined from the collection of the sputtered particles on aluminum foils. The experimental techniques applied in these measurements has been described previously (11) . Initial evaluation of data from recently completed experiments producing binary alloys by direct implantation supports the concepts presented here (14). Preliminary studies have been initiated applying these techniques to binary alloy targets and initial observations offer some probability of new understanding of the preferential sputtering of alloy surfaces. 14. Results to be published in NRL Memorandum Report.
